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Contact us +34.692.671011 or +34.658.491144 also Whatsapp

Villas and luxury villas in Tuscany Italy

Villa in Florence, vineyards and olive groves
Chef on request

Internet

Bedrooms

3

Bathrooms

3

Parking

Yes

Heating

Yes

Built in

1900

Maid service on request

Private garden

Private pool

Charming and bright holiday

home Villa in Florence, overlooking the gently Tuscan rolling hills and surrounded by the typical Tuscan landscape: hills, olive
trees, vineyards and woods.
It is in a quiet location and enjoys superb views.
The comfortable interiors are an intelligent mix of contemporary and traditional style, furnishings consists of antique and
modern elements and are very well maintained.
Outside, the spacious garden offers a stone-paved courtyard with rattan furniture, the panoramic dining area under the porch
is the perfect place to enjoy a glass of wine and to refresh yourself in the nice pool with circular spa bath in the center.
This is the ideal place to spend a peaceful and relaxing holiday
Villa sleeps 6.
Living room with fireplace, dining area and kitchen with electric oven, microwave, fridge / freezer, dishwasher, dining table
that seats 6 people comfortably, with glass sliding doors on all sides of the villa, a double room with private bathroom with
shower, fireplace, windows with sliding doors on both sides of the room, a double room which can be converted into a
bedroom with ensuite bathroom with shower, a double bedroom with private bathroom with shower, both rooms have
windows with sliding doors.

PRICES
Season
2015
Prices
Included
Not included

Offer

Low

Med

High

04/04-25/04

25/04-30/05

30/05-27/06

27/06-04/07

10/10-24/10

26/09-10/10

29/08-26/09

22/08-29/08

2300 Euro

2800 Euro

3200 Euro

3700 Euro

Water, gas, electricity
Maid Service 2 hours per morning Mon - Fri with 3 bath linen changes
Extra services
Deposit 500 Euro

Summer
04/07-22/08
4000 Euro

Property Location

Image not found
http://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/staticmap?center=%2CVia+Mura%2C+72%2C+50050+Mura+Florencia%2C+Italia&markers=%2CVia+Mura%2C

Property URL

http://toscanet.com/property/villa-in-florence-2/

